Sherlocktron's Holmepage

An Internet Information Center for Sherlock Holmes.

*Data! Data! Data!
He cried impatiently.
I can't make bricks without clay. (COPP)*

Sherlocktron is operated by Willis G. Frick,
513 Via Presa, San Clemente, CA 92672,

Email Willis with changes, additions or updates.

The linked list of Sherlockian Publications is a way for you to find many of periodic (although, perhaps irregularly!) published newsletters, magazines, etc., about Sherlock Holmes.

I do not propose in any way that this is an all-inclusive list but I have tried to find and put in this database as many publications as I can.

Nearly all of these are published by one of the numerous Sherlock Holmes Groups, Societies, Clubs, etc. If you information on the clubs themselves you need to look at Peter Blau's listings of Sherlockian societies, which are also on this website.

I welcome all editions changes and corrections. Since some of these publications are offered only for a limited time I particularly appreciate knowing when something is no longer available or some organization has published a Sherlockian document of some sort or other.

Last updated: 12/22/2011